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Figure 1: Weft knit spacer fabric (left) can be used as a material in user interface design, by, e.g., by integrating dimensional
soft capacitive buttons into a knit surface (right).

ABSTRACT
Machine knitting is an increasingly accessible fabrication technol-
ogy for producing custom soft goods. However, recent machine
knitting research has focused on knit shaping, or on adapting hand-
knitting patterns. We explore a capability unique to machine knit-
ting: producing multilayer spacer fabrics. These fabrics consist of
two face layers connected by a monofilament filler yarn which
gives the structure stiffness and volume. We show how to vary knit
patterning and yarn parameters in spacer fabrics to produce tactile
materials with embedded functionality for forming soft actuated
mechanisms and sensors with tunable density, stiffness, material
bias, and bristle properties. These soft mechanisms can be rapidly
produced on a computationally-controlled v-bed knitting machine
and integrated directly into soft objects.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, computer-controlled v-bed weft knitting has been
explored as a powerful method to create highly-customizable textile
output [23, 32, 37, 38]. These machines require very little per-item
setup, allowing one-off production, and are flexible enough to in-
corporate a wide variety of materials.

Many complex seamless objects can be fully automaticallymachine-
knit, and knit fabric can be post-processed with standard textiles
manipulations including sewing, cutting, gluing, and heat-setting.
The stitch-level controllabity of knitting allows us to consider fabric
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as a tunable material: a knitted structure can incorporate selective
opacity or elasticity [15], or knitted-in routed tendons [2].

Spacer fabrics, Figure 1 (left), are a category of knit structures
that have a unique springy feel, breathability, and low density,
making them useful for a range of applications such as uppers of
running shoes and padding for orthotics. They are also used as
replacement for foam rubbers for their relative sustainability and
resistance to degrading [34] and as a structured fiber reinforcement
for concrete [53]. However, these fabrics are typically produced
on warp knitting machines, which are characterized by dedicated
yarn feeders for each needle in a bed; these machines are very
large, have relatively high setup overhead, and are typically used
to produce undifferentiated yardage with very little within-fabric
programmability. By using weft knitting instead of warp, we can
tune the production parameters of the fabric directly on a stitch-
by-stitch basis, incorporating multiple functional characteristics in
a given object.

We contribute an explanation of the weft knit spacer structure,
an exploration of knitting parameters for tunable mechanical per-
formance, and examples of objects which vary these parameters
for mechanical and interaction applications. This work contributes
to our understanding of weft knitting as a general-purpose fabrica-
tion technology for programmable soft structures with applications
ranging from robotics to wearable and architectural functional
fabric.

2 THE SPACER STRUCTURE

Figure 2: The basic structure of a spacer fabric. Faces are
shown in green andwhite, and filler in dark blue. A facemay
be removed to produce the “bristles” structure.

A knit spacer fabric consists of knit faces and a lofty filler, Figure 2.
In a classic spacer fabric such as the warp-knit ones in the related
industrial work, this filler yarn is semi-stiff and holds the two faces
apart at a distance. In this work, we additionally investigate two
variants: 1) a single-face variant, the “bristles” structure which we
show in sections 7.2 and 7.3, and 2) a variant with soft filler yarn
which does not exhibit the lofty thickness, but which can be used
as a soft padding or in velcro-like applications as in section 7.3.

3 RELATED WORK
3.1 Bulk Spacer Fabrics in Industry
As stretchable, compressible, and resilient materials [63] with ex-
cellent air and moisture permeability [30, 61], spacer fabrics have
been used to replace conventional foam rubber in the context of
cushioning and body support [1, 54] and in architectural acoustics
[29].

The main industrial approach to produce spacer fabrics is in bulk
using warp knitting [54]; as such, most material characterizations
of spacer fabric focus on warp-knit materials (with some notable
exceptions – e.g., our findings in section 6.1 improve upon brief
claims in [6]). This programmability has benefits for interaction
such as integrated electrical routing, and we focus on it as the basis
for tunable mechanical properties.

3.2 Metamaterials
Spacer fabric (and, indeed, most fabric) is an example of a meta-
material: an aggregate material where designed microstructure
influences overall properties. Metamaterials have been an active
topic of research in optics [62], acoustics [33], antenna design [12],
and mechanics [56]. One popular style of metamaterial fabrication
uses repeated, tunable cells. The parameters of these cells can be
optimized (e.g., for weight/strength [3] or flexibility [45]); or used
to create mechanisms with appropriate design tools [19–22].

One particularly relevant metamaterial structure is “bristles”:
hair-like structures that have a high aspect ratio suited to transmit
and amplify vibrations [41] or as tactile or high-friction surfaces
[26, 42]. We explore bristles as a variant of spacer fabrics in which
one face layer is unravelled after knitting, and we look into both
velcro-like applications and directionally biased actuations. Other
structures that can achieve a similarly biased surface friction and
have been used in soft actuations include stretched kirigami pat-
terns [51] and angled origami folds [59].

3.3 Functional Structures in Textiles
Within textiles, functional material characteristics can be produced
in a number of ways. For example, quilting is a process which con-
sists of layering padding between cloth and sewing through the
layers to attach them; the density of stitching has been shown to
control the thickness of the resulting structure [11]. In industry,
3D weaving – a generalization of double-cloth weaving – is used
to produce composite reinforcement [7, 27]; recently, researchers
and designers demonstrated that these tools can be extended to
make 3D-woven shoes [14] with varying functional zones. Further,
yarn can be felted [18], fabric sheets laminated [46], or thermo-
plastic electro-spun and folded [52] into objects with embedded
functionality.

Weft knitting, the fabrication technology used in this paper to
create spacer fabrics, is remarkably flexible. Knitting machines can
create a wide range of 3D topologies, either through careful hand-
design [58]; with the aid of primitive-based design systems [23, 32];
or by directly converting 3D models [37, 38, 48]. At the stitch level,
knit fabrics can integrate a wide range of surface textures with
different mechanical properties such as auxetic behavior [8], which
can in turn augment the functionality of designed objects [15].
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(c) A blue yarn tucked into a pale green knit stitch, shown from the front (outside)
and back (inside).

This work focuses on characterizing the specific structure of spacer
fabrics.

3.4 Soft and Deformable Interfaces
Soft interfaces have been developed for locomotion [36], manipu-
lation [35], display [64] in contexts including prototyping [59],
biomonitoring [66] and for generating different physical affor-
dances [9]; the deformability of soft objects particularly supports
haptic modalities in contexts such as wearables [5] and mobile
devices [9].

While many soft interfaces are elastomeric and are fabricated
through casting [64] and layer-based approaches [44], a growing
body of work has explored interface fabrication methods based
on textiles techniques. For example, interactive fabrics can be em-
broidered [50], dyed [17], or woven [55]; textiles can incorporate
resistive sensing for stretching, bending, and position [4, 65], and
capacitive sensing of objects [10, 28] and gestures [39, 40].

Weft knitting in particular can be used with conductive yarns to
create sensors [25, 43, 47] and, with integrated tendons, to create
actuated structures [2]. Weft knit skin has also been used over foam
to create a flexible manipulator for soft robotic applications [24].

4 PRODUCING SPACER FABRICS ON A V-BED
WEFT KNITTING MACHINE

(a) The knit operation

(b) The tuck operation.

Figure 3: The knit and tuck operations. (a) The fabric faces
are formed using the knit operation, which pulls a loop of
yarn through a previous loop[s] of yarn (used with permis-
sion from [2]). (b-c) The filler yarn is attached with the tuck
operation, which does not form a new row of face fabric.

A v-bed weft knitting machine produces knit fabric on two straight
rows (beds) of hook-shaped needles [2, 32]. Spacer fabric knitting
proceeds by alternating between two basic steps:

• A number of face rows are formed using sequences of the
knit operation, Figure 3(a). Rows are added to both the front
and back faces, which are knit on the front and back beds
respectively. At this time, therefore, the two faces of fabric
are separated by only the small gap between the two needle
beds.

• Filler rows are added at the same needles using the tuck op-
eration, which incorporates the yarn into the stitch without
forming another row of fabric, Figure 3(b). By tucking at a
regular interval onto alternating beds, the filler yarn forms
a shallow lengthwise zig-zag, Figure 3(c). Because tucking
does not add height to the fabric, subsequent passes of filler
yarn add density to the same face row of the fabric, as shown
in Figure 5.

The faces are knit with an elastic yarn which is in tension at
knitting time. After knitting, the tensioned elastic yarn in the faces
causes them to shrink laterally as indicated in Figure 2. This shrink-
age pulls the filler yarn zig-zag in, pushing the faces apart into the
characteristic “fluffy” thickness of the spacer fabric.

5 FABRICATION PARAMETERS
As composite materials, spacer fabrics have properties that arise
out of the interplay between individual input materials and how
they are arranged. As shown in Figure 4, we organize these into
material parameters, determined by the yarns used, and geometric
parameters, which are controlled by knitting process and therefore
ulimately by the machine code.

5.1 Material Parameters
Thematerial parameters include the stiffness, friction, and stress/strain
properties of the yarns in the fabric. A spacer fabric has at least
three component yarns:

• Main Face Yarn[s]: The yarn which forms the faces of the
spacer structure can be any machine-knittable yarn. It is triv-
ial to knit the two faces in two different yarns, and possible
to mix yarns within a face. The thickness of these yarns will
directly contribute to the stiffness of the faces at a given
stitch size. These yarns may have additional material prop-
erties such as conductivity (for knitted circuits and sensors)
and higher or lower friction.

• Elastic:An elastic yarn is required to provide the lateral draw-
in which produces the lofty spacer structure. The face yarn
can itself be elastic, or an elastic yarn can be used alongside
a non-elastic face yarn using plating, a way of knitting two
yarns into the same stitches [2]. It is possible to tune the
tension under which this elastic is knit – elastic knit under
tighter tension will draw in more – but the elastic must be
able to withstand the strain applied.

• Filler Yarn: The filler yarn forms the zig-zag path between
the faces. In order to achieve the lofty spacer form, the filler
yarn must be stiff enough to push the faces apart; because it
is only tucked into the face loops (not pulled through into
new knit loops), it can be stiffer than the face yarns.

In addition to individual yarn properties, the friction between the
face yarns and the filler yarn affects the tactile qualities of the spacer
fabric. “Stickier” face yarns do not spring back quite as easily, and
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can be stretched out of shearing bias. For example, we found that
the combination of Bekaert VN35X4 conductive polyester yarn and
nylon monofilament that we used in the capacitive sensor shown
in Figure 14(a) was somewhat “sticky” in the spacer configuration.
This gave the button a more malleable feel, with delayed return,
than swatches knit with our default acrylic yarn.

As a practical matter, the yarns used for the spacer fabric must
be compatible with machine knitting – that is, they must not be
too thick for the gauge of the machine, nor too weak or brittle
to survive the knitting process. (We list some additional machine-
specific considerations in the Appendix [A].)

All examples in this paper were produced on a Shima Seiki
SWG091N2 15 gauge industrial knitting machine at half gauge
(using every other needle as described in [32]). Unless otherwise
noted, we used Tamm “Petit” acrylic yarn with hair-thin (0.06 mm∅)
latex elastic for faces and KastKing 6lb test monofilament (0.22
mm∅) for color-tinted filler and Hi-Seas “Grand Slam Mono” 6lb
test monofilament (0.25 mm∅) for clear filler.

Figure 4: While the structural properties of a spacer fabric are influenced by many factors, we identify several material pa-
rameters (shown in dark grey italic text) and knit programming parameters (shown in green text) that can ultimately affect
useful fabric characteristics (shown in white bold text).

5.2 Geometric (Programmable) Parameters

Figure 5: Geometric parameters of spacer fabrics.

The geometric parameters of spacer fabric, Figure 5, can be altered
through different machine code.

• Tuck spacing: The distance in needles between a filler yarn
tuck and the next tuck (on the opposite bed). The distance
between tucks must be less than six and greater than one to
ensure clean tuck formation on our 15g machine.

• Filler row density: The ratio of filler rows to rows of face
fabric height. As shown in Figure 5, filler rows do not add
height.
In knitting, every row has a direction of formation (left-
ward or rightward) which must be alternated. To greatly
simplify the programming of these structures, we always
pair a leftward pass with a rightward pass; therefore, in all
our examples, the number of rows of each are always even;
we factor out this duplication in expressing the filler row
density as a ratio. The fabric shown in 5 has a filler row den-
sity of 2/1: four filler row passes for every two face passes
(leftward and rightward).

(leftward)(leftward)

tuck pattern offset

11

(rightward)(rightward)22

(leftward)(leftward)33

(rightward)(rightward)44
tuck spacing

face rows
between filler rows

face rows
between filler rows

stitch sizestitch size
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• Tuck pattern offset: The distance in needles between the tuck
positions in one pass and the tuck positions in the previous
pass.

• Face fabric knitting order: Which face (front or back) is knit
first after a set of filler rows.

• Yarn tension: Depending on the knitting machine, it may be
possible to control the tension on the yarns during knitting.
Our Shima Seiki machine allows row-by-row tension settings
for the elastic yarn feeder only. Elastic yarns are typically
knit under tension; in the context of spacer fabrics, the force
induced by this tension causes the face fabric draw-in. We
chose a hair-thin elastic for this work to best support mixing
with a wide range of other face yarns. We found that our has
a narrow range of working tensions without breaking, so in
practice, we chose to keep the elastic yarn tension constant.
For the non-elastic yarns, tension is typically set to minimize
breakage and dropped stitches and it is not altered during
knitting.

• Stitch size: The size of knit stitches produced by a knitting
machine arises from a combination of factors, including
yarn tension and post-processing. The most dynamically ad-
justable factor is the nominal stitch size, which is the amount
of yarn pulled into a loop as it is formed, as determined by
programmable stitch cam settings. For a given yarn thick-
ness and friction, stitch size affects the density and stiffness
of a knit fabric. Within a spacer fabric, face fabric density
can affect draw-in, as a fabric that is already quite dense may
not be able to draw in further.
While a given knitting machine has inalterable physical spac-
ing between the needles, the stitches can be made farther
apart by integral multiples of this spacing; in this work, we
knit at “half gauge,” with intervals of one needle between
stitches. We do this both to allow for ease of shaping opera-
tions (as described in [32]) and to promote good draw-in.

All examples in this paper were produced using Knitout control
instructions [31] generated with JavaScript code. To keep our ex-
plorations tractable, we decided to maintain constant yarn tensions,
tuck pattern offset (1), nominal stitch size (40, with leading set 25),
and half gauge throughout the presented work.

6 RESULTING SPACER FABRIC
CHARACTERISTICS

As described in the previous section, some of these parameters must
be kept in a narrow range to ensure knittability (e.g., elastic yarn
tension), and we kept some constant in order to keep our explo-
rations tractable (e.g., stitch size). However, others can be altered
to affect the overall characteristics of the composite spacer fabric
structure. In the following sections, we outline such characteris-
tics and describe how underlying production parameters can affect
them. These effects are particularly useful in the case of the geomet-
ric/programmable parameters: because these can be altered with
machine instructions, hence they can be varied within a given knit
object. We provide an overview of the relations between knitting
parameters and resulting fabric characteristics in Figure 4.
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6.1 Thickness

Figure 6: (a) The spacer fabric “draw-in transition” can be
modeled by thinking of the filler yarn as the fixed-length
hypotenuse of a right trianglewhose base shrinks as the face
fabric shrinks. (b) This simplemodel fitsmeasured test data.

A defining characteristic of spacer fabrics is their thickness. While
the thickness of the individual faces can be altered with thicker or
thinner face yarns, the dominant factor of the overall spacer fabric
thickness is the distance between the faces.

Assuming a filler yarn that is semi-stiff, such as a nylon monofil-
ament, this distance is determined by two factors: the spacing of
the tucks, and the lateral draw-in of the face fabrics induced by
their elastic. As illustrated in Figure 6(a), when viewed from the
top, the filler yarn layout can be diagrammed as triangular struts.
We consider each section of filler yarn as the hypotenuse of a right
triangle. When the fabric is knit, the tuck spacing sets the base
length 𝑥 of this triangle, and the gap between knitting machine
beds sets its height 𝑏 (“bed gap”). As the hypotenuse, the filler yarn√
has length 2ℎ = 𝑥 + 2𝑏 . When the face fabric is drawn in by factor
𝑠 to final length 𝑥 ′ = 𝑠𝑥 , the filler yarn remains the same length,
resulting in an overall fabric thickness of

𝑡 = ℎ2 − 𝑥 ′2 = 𝑥2 + 𝑏2 − (𝑠𝑥)2 (1)
√ √

The lateral draw-in of the fabric is determined primarily by the
tension of the elastic yarn at knit time and to a lesser extent by the
face yarn thickness and stitch size. As described in section 5.2, the
range of possible elastic tensions for a given elastic may be narrow.
The spacing between tucks also has practical limits (too small and
it’s not a spacer; too large and the tucks may not form cleanly) but
there is variability possible within that range.

In order to test this model, we created sample swatches with
tucks spaced 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 stitches apart, with other design factors
held constant, and measured the thickness of each sample in three
locations. Our proposed model is a good fit to these thickness
measurements (Figure 6(b)); and, further, the coefficients of the
model (bed gap 𝑏 = 3.913mm, shrink factor 𝑠 = 0.653) are close
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to the measured values for our machine (bed gap of ≈ 4mm) and
test fabric (shrink of 68%); suggesting that the model might work
equally well as a predictive model given just this information.

Because thickness can be varied with tuck distance changes,
different thicknesses can be implemented within a fabric without
special attention to yarn carriers or extra yarn-inserting maneuvers.
This allows thickness-based surface patterning such as the example
in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Differences in tuck spacing can be used to generate
fabrics with areas of different thickness.

6.2 Stiffness

Figure 8: Mass required to bend stiffness samples to 45° in
the bending rig. Blue lines chart bending in the horizontal
direction (along a row); green lines chart bending in the ver-
tical direction (along a column of stitches). (a) Varied tuck
spacing at a constant 2/1 row density; (b) varied row densi-
ties at a constant five needle tuck spacing.

Figure 9: For stiffness testing, each swatch was lightly
clamped to its center line between two sandpaper surfaces.
The free edgewas loadedwith successivemasses until it bent
below a 45° reference line.

Spacer fabrics are also notably stiffer than non-spacer fabrics knit
with comparable yarns. Stiffness is the result of several proper-
ties: the stiffness and stretchiness of the face yarns (determined by
face yarn, stitch size, and tension), the filler row density, and the
thickness of the resulting structure (determined by tuck spacing, as
described above).

To test these proposed stiffness parameters, we knitted swatches
varying tuck spacing and the ratio between face rows and filler rows.
Because we found that fabrics with multiple monofilament tucks
on a needle at the same time consistently had problems knitting
cleanly, we excluded cases in which close tuck spacing combined
with higher numbers of filler rows resulted in re-visiting a tuck
location before knitting face fabric at that location.

We additionally tested swatches with 1a) filler yarn tucks all on
the same bed and 1b) no filler yarn at all, to isolate the effect of the
monofilament’s stiffness unaffected by the spacer thickness; and
2) no elastic yarn at all, to isolate the effects of face fabric density
and elastic recovery. These were all knit with the same number of
stitches per face and the same stitch size; the differences in overall
swatch dimensions show the extent of elastic draw-in relative to
the elasticless swatch.

We tested each swatch for bending stiffness in both horizon-
tal and vertical directions. Each swatch was positioned in a high-
friction (sandpaper) rig and clamped with a light (150g) weight,
Figure 9. Successive force was applied until the bottom edge of the
swatch was level with a 45° line from the clamped edge. We chart
results in Figure 8. Overall, both thickness and row density indeed
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affect stiffness. Because comparable stiffnesses might be achieved
with either row density or tuck distance manipulations (compare
the swatch with 1/4 row density at tuck spacing 5 to the swatch at
2/1 density with tuck spacing 2) spacer fabrics offer some aesthetic
freedom in how stiffness differentials might be arranged.

6.3 Shearing Bias
Spacer fabrics can have a slight but noticeable mechanical bias in
the vertical direction: under pressure, the fabric will tend to shear
to the same direction.
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1 2 3 4 5

Figure 10: Bias formation in spacer fabrics. 1: The knitting
machine beds shown from the side, with two rows of face
fabric on each bed. 2: A row of filler yarn has been added;
the springy filler yarn attempts to push the cloth apart, but
cannot (owing to the close spacing of the needles). 3: Adding
the next row of one face (shown in green) allows the filler
yarn to spring outward, skewing the connection in one di-
rection. 4: When the next row is added to the other face, the
skew remains and reinforces the skewof future rows. 5: This
skew bias is visible in the final fabric, shown from the side.
In this swatch, the right (green) face will shear downward.

This bias can be produced by altering the order in which the face
fabrics are formed near the filler row, Figure 10. The face which is
knit first will tend to shear downward. The bias can beminimized by
alternating between face-knitting order, and the opposite bias can
be introduced after a gap of face rows without filler rows joining
them.

This effect is reasonably repeatable with the acrylic yarns we
used, though we have two important notes for other practition-
ers: (1) having unequal numbers of front and back tucks in the
first spacer course (which can happen for spacer regions of certain
widths) seems to override the effect of face order entirely; (2) occa-
sionally (10-20% of the time), the shear bias of a spacer patch will
be flipped from what we would predict otherwise; re-knitting the
same pattern will often produce the expected bias. (One can also
clamp a sample in the desired orientation to re-set its bias; though
no examples shown in this paper have been clamped.)

7 APPLICATIONS
In addition to the programmable characteristics described above,
yarn properties and post-processing can widen the range of appli-
cations for spacer fabrics.

7.1 Soft Linkages

Figure 11: Bias in spacer fabrics can be used to make
anisotropic shearing linkages.

The bias in spacer fabrics produces a directional shearing motion
under pressure. We demonstrate this effect in Figure 11: sections of
different bias can be arranged, and the fabric folded, to produce a
mechanism based on shearing linkages. In one folding configura-
tion, squeezing the fabric tends to shear the outer layer away from
the inner, causing the overall fabric to bend.

7.2 Robotic Skins

Figure 12: Biased bristles as cladding on a pneumatic exten-
sion actuator.

Our “bristle” structure is formed the same way as the spacer fabric,
but one face is unraveled after knitting. The resulting structure is
very similar to a “plush” or “terry” knit, but with much longer loops
than are typically produced in these processes. Knitting a sacrificial
face helps ensure that the bristles are formed properly; without it,

(a)

(b)

(a)

the monofilament may not drop cleanly off the needles after each
row. The most predictable results are achieved if the “sacrificial”
unraveled face was knit in the same kind of yarn as the remaining
one.

Inspired by kirigami-clad pneumatic mechanisms, [51], we ap-
plied a biased bristle skin to a fiber-reinforced elastomeric exten-
sion actuator [16] Figure 12(a). When the actuator is pressurized, it
stretches uniformly; when it is allowed to relax, the bristle structure
acts as a ratchet and keeps the front part of the actuator in place
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while the back slides forward. This “caterpillar” robot is soft and
lightweight.

“Bristlebots” use springy bristles to turn vibration forces into
net motion [41, 42]. Because our “bristle” structure can have knit-
in bias, we can produce fabrics which encourage linear motion
to a greater or lesser extent (Figure 13). As noted in Section 6.3,
this behavior shows some variation: the behavior of the front-face-
priority bristlebots is somewhat inconsistent.

(a) (b)

Figure 13: Varying the face knitting order and bristle height can produce bristle-bots with different travel directions. Paths
are plotted over the first 1 second of travel. Dots are placed every 30th of a second. Blue paths marked with a circle indicate
swatches knit with alternating face knitting order; green paths marked with a square indicate swatches with entirely front
face priority knitting order. Within each color, the bristle length is shown as shades from dark (shortest bristles, tuck distance
1) to light (longest bristles, tuck distance 3).

7.3 Sensing and Soft Switches

(a)

(b)

Figure 14: E-textiles swatches. (a) conductive yarn as the face
yarn[s] for a pressure-sensitive capacitive sensor; conduc-
tive yarn as the filler for tactile conductive loops. (b) A “hook
and loop”-style switch.

Knitting can incorporate areas of conductive yarns to support sens-
ing [60]. For example, simple capacitive touch sensors [13] can be
constructed from knitted-in conductive patches [2]. As with any
soft sensor, care must be taken to interface with rigid circuit boards
[49]; weft knitting simplifies this task because the traces themselves
can be placed precisely within a knit, increasing the options for
component placement.

Spacer fabrics lend themselves to several useful sensing configu-
rations that can take advantage of their unique physical properties.

First: if both faces of the spacer fabric are knit with conductive
yarns, and the filler yarn is non-conductive, the spacer structure
can act as a force-sensitive capacitive touch sensor, Figure 14(a).
We knit conductive yarn into areas of both faces of the spacer
fabric. On face has edges knit with non-conductive yarn (shown in
green) to prevent short circuits at the edges of the faces, where they
curl and make contact. Using an off-the-shelf NXP Semiconductors
MPR121 capacitive touch sensor chip attached to a microcontroller
through an I2C interface, we were able to detect hover of a finger
just above the surface of the face, touch of the surface, and most
notably, movement of the two faces towards each other as pressure
was applied to the top surface. This final capability is able to take
advantage of the mechanical properties of the spacer fabric to create
a type of soft compression sensor.

Second: 3D printed bristle patches have been shown to work
as as a soft symmetric attachment similar to a hook and loop fas-
tener [42]. Knit bristles can also achieve this effect if the filler
yarn has high enough friction, such as a “felting” (not “superwash
treated”) wool yarn. By mixing a conductive yarn into the bristle
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structure, we can make a soft switch, Figure 14(b): the bristles are
knit with alternating rows of conductive and pure wool yarn as the
filler, making the loops both conductive and self-sticky. The wool
loops provide adhesion through high contact area friction, and the
conductive loops carry electrical signal. The same swatch is very
pleasant to the touch and can be used as a soft tactile “stroking
sensor” inspired by [25].

Third: by combining capacitive sensing with tunable thickness,
a button pad can be made which highlights interface areas with
visible, tactile thickness differences. These differentially raised areas
can be used to form custom collections of soft controls–in this case
the geometry of a soft button pad has been formed directly within
the fabric of an armband, Figure 7 (and Figure 1). For this application
as a button pad, we used simple capacitive touch sensing on the top
surface only. The conductive yarn was plated alongside the main
face yarn in the contact areas.

All of our e-textile examples use Bekaert VN35X4/150POLY/350
(a stainless-steel and polyester yarn) as the conductive yarn.

7.4 Integration into Knitted Objects

Figure 15: The soft control pad from Figure 1. Different
thickness provide tactile cues to the location of capacitive
button traces.

Figure 16: Fully-knit fingers for a soft gripper. Left: the as-
sembly as-knit. Right: the gripper shown open and closed.

Lastly, the flexibility of v-bed knitting as a process enables combin-
ing several knitting techniques within a knit object. Tendons can
be incorporated within a face of knit fabric to transmit mechanical
forces [2]; we combine tendon knitting with spacer fabric to pro-
duce a “pre-stuffed” knit tendon assembly suitable for soft gripping,
Figure 16. The full assembly has a “palm” with multiple fingers,
each with rounded fingertips. The assembly is knit sideways, in the
direction parallel to the fingers, and uses a horizontal inlay for the
tendons. After knitting, the structure is fully bound-off and stable
and it ready to attach to a 3D-printed snap-together mount.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
While v-bed knitting as a fabrication process supports the broad
range of spacer fabric characteristics and applications described
in this work, designing the more complicated shapes remains a
challenge. In particular the dual-layer structure of spacer fabric
means that producing tubes, rather than sheets, presents significant
planning challenges. Integrating spacer geometries as a “face type”

in system such as that proposed by Narayanan and Wu et al. [38]
could ease this process. Additionally, using knit shaping techniques
to produce spacer fabrics with large-scale curvature poses some
mechanical challenges for typical machine-knit shaping techniques
[2]: we found that transferring monofilament tucks was prone to
errors, making increase/decrease shaping difficult, and the fabric’s
loftiness can cause short-row shaping to bunch and jam. We expect
that future work in overall shaping with spacer fabrics will include
calibration methods to articulate a spacer structure’s knittability
within a particular knitting machine’s capabilities, as well as design
tactics for separating the spacer and shaping sections of fabrics.

Lastly, our samples all used elastic to produce the draw-in that
activates the spacer structure. Draw-in could also be produced with
felting or heat-shrinking yarns. These could allow thickness to be
set as a post-processing step, e.g. as a fabric that becomes thicker
when triggered with heat or humidity (for use in, e.g., heat tailoring
[57]).

9 CONCLUSION
We introduced weft-knit spacer fabrics as a programmable metama-
terial and showed how a handful of knitting parameters can tune
their mechanical characteristics for a variety of possible uses. We
view such tunable fabric structures as foundational to the ongoing
exploration of soft interfaces for robotics and wearables, as well as
expanding the frontier of machine knitting as a uniquely powerful
fabrication technology.
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Figure 17: A close-up photograph of a monofilament bristle
structure.
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A.1 Filler Yarn
The flament must be stif enough to provide loft but supple enough 
to run through the machine’s tensioning apparatus. We used KastK-
ing 6lb test strength monoflament (0.22 mm∅). Because monofla-
ment is typically wound on rolls instead of cones, and even a small 
amount of twist in the monoflament caused tangles, we found we 
needed to rig a passive roll feeder and run the machine at approxi-
mately 1/5 of our normal carriage speed during tucking rows for 
smooth feeding. Additionally, we found that using a very shallow 
stitch size for the “tuck” operations which incorporate the monofl-
ament helped to prevent the monoflament from poking through 
the faces and disrupting subsequent knit loops. In the units used 
by our knitting machine, we used “stitch size” 25 and “leading set” 
25 for these tucks, while our face knit loops were formed at stitch 
size 40 (leading set 25). 

A.2 Elastic
We used a hair-thin latex elastic that could provide face draw-in 
while allowing our choice of structural face yarns. This elastic 
is very fragile and must be knit at consistent tension to provide 
consistent draw-in. We used our machine’s elastic yarn tensioning 
system, which actively advances the yarn by a consistent amount 
per stitch formed. However, one major machine constraint is that 
some knitting machines may not have multiple elastic yarn carriers, 
as ours does not, so we could not knit two entirely separate faces in 
a time-efcient way (i.e., without cutting the yarn after every face 
row). For examples that required fully-separated faces, we used a 
sewing seam ripper to sever just the elastic in order to separate the 
faces after knitting. 

Lea Albaugh, James McCann, Lining Yao, and Scot Hudson 

A.3 Face Yarns
We saw the best results with relatively fne yarns used in the faces— 
a less-dense face allows “room to collapse,” encouraging draw-in 
for greater spacer thickness. While our structures were knit at half-
gauge (simulated 7g), we primarily knit with the Tamm “Petit” yarn 
that we typically use for full-gauge (15g). 

A.4 Yarn Tangling
With at least four carriers (two face yarns, one elastic, and one 
fller yarn) in play at the same time, some amount of yarn carrier 
tangling is difcult to avoid. To prevent accidentally “stitching” the 
faces together, the tuck pattern incorporates an extra tuck on one 
face to keep the fller yarn in a consistent direction from the elastic 
yarn. 

A.5 Production Time
Production time primarily increases with the additional carriage 
passes required for the tuck rows–as summarized in Figure 8, these 
additional passes range from one flament row per four face rows to 
fve per single face row–plus some small constant time ( 30 sec) to 
bring additional yarn feeders into play. Therefore, when combined 
with the slower speeds during monoflament rows as described 
above, our spacer fabric knits took between 2 and 25 times as long 
as comparable knits without fller rows, depending on fller row 
density and yarn choice. The fabric portion of Figure 16 was knit 
in approximately an hour. 
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